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RESIDENTIAL
AIR HANDLERS
The Fraser-Johnston® family of air handlers is designed to deliver the best efficiency, the quietest operation and the easiest serviceability. Our heating and cooling solutions offer up to 18 SEER energy efficiency. And with advanced sound-dampening technology and reliable compressors, our products are far quieter and more efficient than standard models. Plus, you can count on Fraser-Johnston® to provide the fans, filters and advanced controls to complete your system.

Air Handlers
Reliable Fraser-Johnston® air handlers fit your needs with high-efficiency models that reduce your utility bills. Stay comfortable in any climate with models that offer maximum efficiency, innovative design and unbeatable warranty protection.

AVC
• Variable-speed ECM blower motor meets comfort needs quietly and exactly, saving more energy
• GeoTrak™ technology adjusts blower settings to match your region for maximum comfort
• Slim single-piece cabinet easily fits attic access, basements and more
• Communicating capable controls
• Models available in 1.5–5 ton capacities
• 10-year parts limited warranty*

MVC
• Variable-speed ECM blower motor meets comfort needs quietly and exactly, saving more energy
• GeoTrak™ technology adjusts blower settings to match your region for maximum comfort
• Modular design fits small spaces
• Communicating capable controls
• Models available in 2–5 ton capacities
• 10-year parts limited warranty*
Right here in America

Exceeding customer expectations requires continual advances and attention to detail. Building your Fraser-Johnston® unit in America ensures that we can closely monitor and improve processes that directly affect quality. The performance and reliability of your unit is the result of strict tolerances and rigorous testing that continues throughout the entire process. It’s also the result of dedication and hard work. It takes more than just metal and circuitry to make a Fraser-Johnston® unit. It takes people of integrity from right here in the heart of America.

AE
- Standard ECM style five-speed motor matches your comfort needs more quietly and efficiently than PSC motor
- Slim single-piece cabinet easily fits attic access, basements and more
- Advanced insulation provides good R-value protection
- Multi-position design is optimized for today’s refrigerants
- Models available in 1.5–5 ton capacities
- 10-year parts limited warranty*

ME
- Standard ECM style five-speed motor matches your comfort needs more quietly and efficiently than PSC motor
- Compact modular size fits into attics, crawl spaces, garages and more
- Four-position design is optimized for today’s refrigerant
- Models available in 2–5 ton capacities
- 10-year parts limited warranty*

AP
- PSC multi-speed blower motor efficiently circulates conditioned air
- Slim single-piece cabinet easily fits attic access, basements and more
- Insulated cabinet provides good R-value protection
- Multi-position design is optimized for today’s refrigerants
- Models available in 1.5–5 ton capacities
- 10-year parts limited warranty*

MP
- PSC multi-speed blower motor efficiently circulates conditioned air
- Compact modular size fits into attics, crawl spaces, garages and more
- Four-position design is optimized for today’s refrigerant
- Models available in 2–5 ton capacities
- 10-year parts limited warranty*
**10-year parts limited warranty requires online registration within 90 days of installation. Otherwise, the warranty reverts to the standard 5-year parts limited warranty.**